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Abstract Contrary to common modular approach of dialogue systems, we want to design a uniform framework for interpretation of natural language sentences in practical dialogue situations. We make the assumption that all the knowledge necessary to carry out the process of interpretation is contained in rules acting on several storages of different topologies. This model is designed in order to achieve extensional reference resolution for dialogue systems.



1



Introduction



As far as we know, every existing practical dialogue systems – also known as task-oriented dialogue systems – such as TRIPS (Allen et al., 2000) or DenK (Bunt et al., 1995) adopt a modular design. This approach is generally required for two reasons. First reason is that syntactical and lexical analysis systems exist, and it seems to be a nonsense to not reuse them. Second reason is that dialogue systems are mostly designed to respond to a very particular task, and thus need to be specifically tuned for each task they aim to handle. This leads to the need of separating parts of the system in order to ease the development process, and reuse whole modules of the system as it when possible. From our point of view, such a design is more practically motivated than theoretically valuable. Moreover, as there is currently no theory that would cover the entire field that dialogue systems
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have to handle, modular design is more an obligation than a choice for designers. This approach of dialogue systems raises two important issues. First, backtracking or chart parsing (Earley, 1970) is not straightforwardly implementable in a heterogeneous system, and when dealing with robustness of systems, allowing backtrack in the interpretation process is mandatory in order to deal with inconsistencies appearing at a given level of analysis. Within a modular design, allowing backtracking implies to introduce foreign knowledge in each module, that is, the dialogue module should know a little about the pragmatic level, and the pragmatic level should know a little about semantic level. It is thus impossible, in our opinion, to describe isolated and independent modules while taking robustness into account. The second issue raised by modular design concerns the task-specific parts of the system. Actually, it is not only a problem raised by the modular design, but a problem that dialogue systems built that way try to circumvent. The hard point in any dialogue system is that there is always some important part of the understanding process that must be hand-coded, specially the extensional reference resolution part. The goal of modular systems is to isolate modules of task-specific code. This point only serves to show that modular design is not a solution for the problems raised by practical dialogue systems, but is just a way to circumscribe the problem. If we aim to tackle the problems that remain hard in practical dialogue, we argue that we have to find a theoretical framework where these problems could be solved. We particularly try to address the following issues:



Difference of point of view among different tasks. When dealing with ontological properties of objects, context become of great importance. For instance, as noted by (Dzikovska et al., 2003), a given kind of fruits will not be considered the same way in a transportation management application or in a medical diagnosis system. In the first case, what could be of interest are the properties of the fruits in terms of cargos (conservation time and temperature, density), whereas in the second case, their nutritive characteristics as well as their allergenic power should be taken into account amongst other things. Extensional reference resolution. Resolution of reference, that is, finding the right “object” in the “real world” of the application is dependant of the way the application (or database) is structured or implemented. Dealing with metonymy or metaphor is closely related to this, and also necessarily specific to the task. Plan inference. When a user requests a complex action to be carried out, a good dialogue system must be able to interactively build a plan to fulfil the user’s requirements. To make a plan imply to have a deep knowledge of the dynamic behavior of the underlying application that will ultimately execute the plan. An easy way to bypass this stage is to prepare a specific function for each complex action the user can ever request. This is also definitely a task-specific hand-coding way to handle to problem. On this other hand, the opposite way for doing this, (i.e. the generic way), would be to represent actions as a combination of atomic, generic sub-actions. In our proposal, we have particularly focused on the first two problems. We however believe that our mechanism is general enough to support also plan inference. Readers should keep in mind that this paper presents prospective work, and that a number of experimentations are necessary to validate our model. Moreover, the model we present is an application of a theory of interpretation, not a linguistic theory, hence we do not make use or propose a typology of linguistic objects that would be ultimately necessary in order to effectively use the model.



2 2.1



Interpretation Model Overview of the interpretation process



The model presented in this paper is funded on two theoretical hypotheses: • All the knowledge can potentially be represented by rules that can add information to a previous representation. Rules are either classical production rules or type shifting/type coercion rules. Thus we consider that the whole interpretation process is made of pattern recognitions leading to actions that enrich the initial representation at a stretch. • Information can take place in several storages that represent different sources of observation (e.g. speech, vision). These storages may be topologically different. This hypothesis is a consequence of our will to integrate into one formalism the different levels of analysis needed in a practical dialogue system We have called Observation Rules the rules of our model (OR for short). This is not due to a cognitive account of interpretation, but because topologically different spaces are necessary in order to consider external data (such as those from the computer program we want to dialogue with) within the same formalism than the one used for language processing, and thus directly deal with extensional reference resolution. We also take some inspiration from the notion of type coercion from Pustejovsky while trying to integrate information from other modalities in the interpretation process, which is mandatory for practical dialogue. We also consider mandatory the fact that rules need to be considered as dynamic processes as in (Small, 1980; Hahn, 1994) in order to introduce expectation and tolerance during the analysis. We define three meta-classes in our model: • Observation Types (OT) • Observation Rules (OR) • Observation Environments (OE) We define in turn the three instantiated classes from these meta-classes: • Observations (OBS) from OT • Actions (i-ACT and f-ACT, see below) from OR • Contexts (CXT) from OE We also have to define a special class of OR, that will have to interface contexts reflecting direct (i.e. model-external) observations and actions. As



these OR do not either observe or act in contexts, but observe keyboard, text strings or underlying software data, and act on loud-speakers or underlying software, they have to be implementationspecific. They are thus designated as foreign Observation Rules (f-OR), while context-to-context OR are designated as inner Observation Rules (iOR). Their instantiated counterparts are f-Acts and i-Acts. Fig. 1 presents a snapshot of what would be the interpretation process following the guidelines of our model. It has to be noted that the spatial position of i-Act and f-Act in the sketch are not significant, since Actions do not belong to any of the contexts. This sketch is very simple and only intends to give the reader a general idea of what we aim to design; for instance, we have reduced contexts to linguistic data, software data, and action data, while there should be much more kinds of contexts. Moreover we did not represent in the sketch structural connections between OBSs. The sketch shows that we aim to represent all the analysis knowledge with OR and OT, from the syntactical level to the effective action on the software. From our point of view, this method will allow us to draw a uniform way to deal with backtracking at any level. That is, if the system fails to go farther the pragmatic level with an analysis, it will propagate the information backward, and alternate analysis will be provided by lower levels. Keyboard Input f-Act
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Fig. 1: Sketch of the interpretation process This is made possible because we have built our model on the generalization of expectation driven parsing. When some new data arrives in a context, OR having it in their OBS pattern will increase their activation probability, and also increase the activation interest of other OT in their patterns. In turn, when the activation interest of a given OT in a given area of a context raises a given level (that



depends on the state of the analysis), the phenomenon can be propagated to other ORs that could produce an OBS of the expected OT. As the propagation is obviously exponential, a correct study of the tuning of the system is mandatory. While ????? Some clues from previous results in various statistically-oriented natural language processing studies have made us to decide to try this way, whatever the theoretical complexity is. Beyond Type Coercion: Points of View Type coercion – previously known as type shifting – has been proposed by (Pustejovsky) in order to provide a formal basis to the phenomenon of lexical polysemy. Multiple senses are indeed almost impossible to represent in a simple lexicon: the same noun may be viewed differently depending on the context it is found in, and accounting for polysemy is not like accounting for homonymy, that is, a lexicon cannot contain all meaning of a word the same way it contains all homonyms of a word. Defining that a given type may be transformed in another type under certain circumstances is an account for polysemy much more general than using is-a or part-of ontological relations. We designed our model considering that type shifting is a general mechanism in language, and that interpretation is made of several steps of production of points of view (or type shifts) that can take several forms. In our opinion, all these productions can be represented in a single formalism. There are two ways to produce a point of view about an observation: first is that when a given element is observed in a given context (that is, when a set of elements structured in a certain way is found), it may be viewed as another element (type shifting), second is that when several elements are observed with certain relations between them, they may be viewed as another element (composition), for instance a NP followed by a VP may be viewed as a S. As this mechanism is not based on a transformation, but on an enrichment of data, previous points of view are not lost, and thus can be used in conjunction with new points of view to build newer ones. Event-driven and discrete execution model As a consequence of our vision of the interpretation mechanism, we have organized the analysis



process as an event-driven process. This design imposes important constraints on the form of the OR, but allows a uniform model for expressing expectation and robustness. This event-driven design leads us to build our model based on a discrete execution cycle approach. At each step of execution, the question of the creation of new ACTS from ORs is considered, depending on events in queue. Also, interest for continuing execution of activated ACTS is evaluated at each step, where more interesting ACTS are either executed or simply triggered in order to propagate their expectations. Probabilistic part of the model Our model shares some ideas with Small’s model of Word Expert Parsing (1980), and thus, as a parallel model of interpretation (Hahn, 1994), our model needs to provide a control mechanism for the execution of its ACTs (Word Experts in Small’s model). While Word Expert model delegates the explicit control to experts themselves, we choose to provide a general weighting mechanism for guiding expectation-driven interpretation. This choice also allows for an interesting account for robustness. Probabilistic account for expectation Expectation-driven parsing is based on the idea that the presence of a word (or a group of words) that falls into a given category appeals for the presence of other words (or categories of words/group of words). More generally speaking, observing an object that is used in a pattern of the analysis system, appeals for the recognition of other objects of the pattern. For instance, verbs such as put, move and displace appeals (in one of their meaning, at least) for two arguments: a physical displaceable object and a position. Using this information is important in order to efficiently guide the interpretation process, as well as dealing with robustness. There are several ways to handle the expectation mechanism during interpretation process. Our choice is to use a weighting mechanism, that could serve to sort OR activations from the most interesting one to the least interesting one. We propose to use a function measuring the informative strength (IS) of observations. Roughly, the IS of an OBS is a function of the ISs of the



OBSs it has been built from. For instance, if O is produced by an OR with three OBSs (x, y, z) in its pattern:



IS (O) = a.IS ( x) + b.IS ( y ) + c.IS ( z ) + d The function’s constants and factors depend on the OR the OBS has been built with. The IS of an OBS produced by a f-OR only depends on the f-OR itself. From this informative strength, we derive the interest of trying to obtain an OBS x expected by a rule which has x, y, z as its inputs and O as its output, with b bound, to be the following:



Interest ( x) = f (i ) ! x.i + (b.IS ( y ) + d ) The interest factor is used to weigh expectation events. Both factors (IS and interest) are used to choose if an OR or ACT must be processed before another one. Probabilistic account for robustness When a part of a pattern is not available, either because the user pronounced a non-grammatical sentence, or because of a speech recognition error, one still wants that the interpretation system finds the right analysis. While most robust systems make use of constraints relaxation or shallow parsing approaches (Rosé, 2000; Abney, 1991), we found interesting to make use of the expectation mechanism in order to deal with robustness. The idea is to allow ORs to produce new points of view from OBSs even when the new point of view is not the same than the previous one. For instance, if there is an OBS containing the phonetic sequence [ov], one can allow a rule to produce a new sequence [of], while keeping that this is not the primary analysis by setting a validity weigh lower than the previous’ one. This mechanism may be considered as a fuzzy type shifting mechanism.



3 3.1



Definitions Observation Types and Observations



An OT defines constraints for OBS; constraints are expressed as verification functions, one for each feature of the OBS, and one for the whole structure. An OBS is a feature structure typed by an OT. We choose to make use of verification functions because we do not intend to propose a fully declarative formalism.



≡ ((FName, FValue), (FName, is a list of features where each FName is unique in the list; • Features Constraints ≡ ((FName, FFv), (FName, FFv), …) where FName is a name unique in the list and FFv is a feature verification function into [true, false] that checks for the validity of a particular feature; • OT ≡ (OTName, OTFv, Features Constraints) where OTName is a unique name and OTFv is a function of Features List into [true, false] that checks for the validity of the whole features list. OBSs are not stored directly into OEs, but are instead linked by events. In order to fulfil requirements of expectation-driven analysis, •



Features List FValue), … )



3.2



Observation Environments and Contexts



An OE defines a topology for storing events pertaining to some OT. For instance, OBSs in a twodimensional space should appear in a CXT that can support operations allowing computing the relative position of an OBS compared with another one. Actually, OE defines the interface between the general pattern recognition mechanism of OR and particular implementation of a storage for OBS. The definitions of OEs for a given dialogue system depend on the theoretical choices made for the system’s implementation built on top of our generic model. • • •



OE ≡ (list of OT, list of Relations, list of Operations); Relation ≡ a relation between two or more event positions (e.g. precedes, includes, …); Operation ≡ an operation on two or more event positions (e.g. union, intersection, …).



Relations and Operation are combined together in pattern rules, with boolean operators. They can be used in two ways: either to verify that a given set of OBS verifies a given pattern, or to find the possible position of a particular event that is not still available, in order to produce an expect event at the right position, if needed. While this defines the interface of OE for use by OR, the way the OE stores events and computes Operations and Relations is left to the responsibility of the developer of the OE.



3.3



Observation Rules and Actions



An OR defines a rule that is to be triggered when a given pattern of OBS (possibly spread across several contexts) become observable. Contrary to common grammar rules, we must differentiate rules definitions and their instantiation during the analysis process. This is mandatory because a rule can be triggered even when only a part of the rule’s pattern is recognized, so a rule instantiation (called Act) potentially has an activation time spread along several execution cycles. More generally, as we follow an event-driven model of execution, OR are triggered by events, but several events have to appear before the OR can really produce its output, so an intermediate state for rules is necessary in order to keep the execution state of the pattern recognition process. An OR is defined by these elements: • Context connectors • Observation connectors • Structural Pattern • Checking function • Action function Context Connectors As the execution model is event-driven, each OR has to specify in which kind of context it is looking for new events. Context connectors (CXT CON) serve as hooks for later usage by Observation Connectors (see below), in order to specify that different Observation Connectors must necessarily be bound to OBS found in the same (or different) CXT. A CXT CON is a named value containing an OE, thus specifying the kind of context in which the OR will look for OBSs. Observation Connectors Observation Connectors (OBS CON) are used to specify hooks on OBSs, hooks that rules for pattern recognition will apply on. OBSCON are named values containing a CXTCON and an OT. When an OBS of the required OT appears in a compatible CXT, an ACT of the OR is created, the corresponding connector is bound to the OBS, and the CXTCON is bound to the CXT where the OBS appeared. In order to do expectation-driven analysis, the connectors can either be creation driven or expectation driven. That is, a connector may either be bound when a new information created by another



ACT (foreign or inner) appears in a CXT, or when another ACT expects an OBS of a particular OT.



which can use the information from all bound connectors in order to create new OBS of any type.



Structural Patterns



Event Handling



Whereas Context and Observation Connectors may be considered as the ID component of the OR, if we compare our model against the IDLP approach (Gazdar et al., 1985), Structural Patterns play the role of the LP part. However, the structural patterns are not restricted to linear precedence since they are applicable to potentially any topology. Hence Structural Patterns define which relations are allowed between the positions of the OBS bound by the connectors. As we generalize the application of rules to any topology, we consider three kinds of operations that will be used to verify the structural adequacy of a set of OBS for the rule. • Combinational Operations (Union, Intersection, …) • Relational Operations (Precedes, Contains, Left to, Distinct, …) • Boolean Operations (And, Or, Not, …) Depending on the kind of topology a structural pattern is applied on, available relational operations and combinational operations differ. For instance, spatial relations like Left to are only available for two and three dimensional spatial topologies.



When OR are registered in the system, links between OT and OR are listed and stored in a firststage event dispatching table. These links denotes that a given OR may be interested in receiving events about observations of a given type. During execution, events are all sent to the OR event handler, that choose to create new Acts when necessary, or to dispatch events to existing Acts when possible. Events are of two kinds. Expectation events carry an OT, while informational events carry an OBS.



Checking Function While Structural Patterns serve for checking the relative position of Observations in their respective spaces, the checking function of an OR serves for checking the adequacy of the content of bound Observations. For instance, if an OBS have to be shared by two other OBS, the checking function has the responsibility for doing this verification. Compared to unification grammars such as PATR (Shieber et al., 1983) or HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1994), our mechanism is much less computationally efficient. It is however much more expressive because it can support numerical tests or combine several features together at a glance. Moreover, Action Function Once all the necessary connectors are bound, their relative position checked by structural patterns and their content checked by the checking function, the running Act can produce one or more new OBS. This is the role of the Action Function,



4 4.1



Reference Resolution Extensional Reference Resolution



In practical dialogue systems, extensional reference resolution consists of finding the right referent in the “real world” representation (Byron et al., 2001). In existing dialogue systems, extensional resolution is delegated to task-specific modules (Allen et al., 2000; Byron and Allen, 2002), or is restricted to access a little subset of representations, for instance database-like representations (Pasero and Sabatier, 1995). One of the objectives of our model is to allow dialogue system designers to specify only the taskspecific meaning of referential extractors. Referential extractors are components of extensional referring expressions, for instance in a task dealing with geometrical coloured forms, shape, colour and size adjectives and spatial prepositions such as square, blue, medium and left to may be used as referential extractors. Combining referential extractors together produces a referential expression. Our choice to designate these terms as referential extractors is led by the fact that adjectives (nouns, prepositions, adverbs, relatives) that can be used as referential extractors can be used otherwise. For instance, in “Is the biggest square blue ?”, blue is used as a referential comparator. In “Create a blue square”, blue is used as a referential constructor. Consider the case of a task dealing with geometrical objects, whose OT is XGeomObj (X prefix denotes that this OT is application-specific), de-



fined by an ordered list of 2-D points. The specification of the square extractor must allow the production of a SquareObj from a XGeomObj OBS through an OR. In other words, this OR defines whether a XGeomObj may or may not be considered as a SquareObj. The OBS’s validity weight is then used for sorting the OBS from the more square-like object to the least one. XGeomObj Cxt



GeomObj Cxt (squares) Size Cxt (objects viewed as their size)



Reference Chain medium-extr



square-extr



Fig. 2: Resolution of a reference chain. Now, consider the case of the medium extractor (and any extractor whose meaning is contextdependant), in order to select objects that are appropriate for this adjective, the selection must compute the average size of all other objects. This is a bit complex, since we have to detect when all XGeomObj have been used to produce XGeomSize, in order to compute the average size over the whole set of objects. In this case, it is up to the CXT’S OE to define an “excitation level” measurement function that could be used as an input OBS for subsequent OR, in order to allow a rule to be triggered whenever a given excitation level is reached. The observation produced after the level is reached can ever be revised if a new OBS arrives in the CXT from which the average value has been computed.



4.2



stance, DRT (Kamp and Reyle, 1993) make use of a memory for storing variables representing discourse referents, and then make use of this memory to choose the appropriate variable in order to resolve anaphora. In other words, when an anaphora is detected, it has to go looking in the memory for its referent. In our model, however, storages do not serve as memory for objects, but as a temporary memory for events (messages) exchanged between OR. It is thus impossible within our model to handle anaphora the same way DRT does. On the other hand, it is possible to create new OR dynamically, and we argue that this simple mechanism can give an account for anaphoric phenomena without any modification to our model. The mechanism for anaphoric reference resolution is the following. One or more OR must be defined to capture the patterns consisting of interesting (potentially extensional or intensional referent) OBS x appearing in validated high level contexts (that is, high level OBS chosen among all alternatives)1. By writing an OBS in a special storage, those OR create a new OR (ORAR in the following), this OR will in turn capture anaphora and produce an equivalent of the OBS x. Of course, depending on the OT of x, and of the OT expected by the context of the anaphora, the produced OBS may or not be finally used. Likewise, if the OT produced by the ORAR is expected, but there is no pronoun to trigger the ORAR, the expectation mechanism will still activate the rule, and thus naturally handle null-anaphora phenomena.



5



Current directions



Our model clearly lacks for practical implementation and evaluation. This is mainly due to its originality, since we definitely cannot use existing modules to quickly build a prototype. We have already built a prototype of the execution framework, but writing ORs is a bit long, especially at the beginning. This point is probably the main drawback of this model. It is however necessary, in our opinion, in order to be easy and quick to adapt the system from a dialogue task to another when it is finally ready.



Anaphoric Reference Resolution



Our account for anaphora is quite different from the way taken by mainstream approaches. For in-



1



We are vague since the model we present is not a linguistic theory but a theory of interpretation, and thus we are not able yet to use a specific typology of sentence elements to specify the types of the OBS we talk about.



It is possible that our model may be too much generic to be computationally tractable, but some clues from statistical approaches of language engineering showed us that probabilities help much for analysing natural language. We hope that this will counterbalance the computational cost of our model.



Robert Pasero and Paul Sabatier. 1995. ILLICO for Natural Language Interfaces, Proceedings of the First Language Engineering Convention (LEC), Paris.
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